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WHAT MAKES Torf (R/I, I) FREE?

SHIRO GOTO AND NAOYOSHI SUZUKI

(Communicated by Louis J. RatlifT, Jr.)

Abstract. Let / be a nonprincipal ideal in a Noetherian local ring R and let

//,(/) be the first homology module of the Koszul complex K.(I) associated

with a minimal basis of / . Then T := Torj (R/I, I) is a free ^//-module

if and only if both the i?//-modules ///    and H{ (I) are free. When this is
2 2

the case, we have a canonical decomposition T = A (I/I ) ffi //, (/) as well as

the equality rankR,¡T = ß2{R/I). (Here ß2(R/I) denotes the second Betti

number of the A-module R/I.) Some consequences are discussed too.

1. Introduction

Let / be an ideal of a Noetherian local ring R , and assume that / is mini-

mally generated by « (> 1) elements ax, ... ,an. Let HX(I) denote the first

homology module of the Koszul complex K = K(ax, ... , an; R) associated

with the sequence ax, ... , an. We set T = Tor, (R/I, I). With this notation

the purpose of this research is to investigate the conditions under which the

R/I-module T is free, and our conclusion is summarized in the following.

Theorem (1.1). Suppose that n > 2.   Then the following two conditions are

equivalent:

(1) T is a free R/I-module.

(2) Both the R/I-modules I/I2 and HX(I) are free.

When this is the case, one has the canonical decomposition

r = /\2(///2) ©#,(/)

as well as the equality

rankR/lT = ß2(R/I),

where ß2(R/I) denotes the second Betti number of the R-module R/I.
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In [5], A. Simis asked what happens on an ideal J of a Noetherian ring S if

Tor1 (S/J, J) is Syj-free. His question originally suggested global Noetherian

rings, and one must distinguish the former from the local case. J. Barja and

A. G. Rodicio [2] linked his question with the generation problem relative to

^-regular sequences and tried to solve it. They actually proved in the local case

that with the above notation, provided T is R/I-free, I is generated by an

i?-regular sequence if / has finite projective dimension and 2 is invertible in

R, or if I is a syzygetic ideal of htRI > 0 whose conormal module 7/7 has

finite projective dimension over R/I. Our research began with an analysis of

their proof and by trying to clarify what makes the R/I-module T free. Our

Theorem (1.1) helps us somewhat simplify their results [2, Theorems 1 and 2],

and as a result we get the following:

Corollary (1.2). Suppose that T is R/I-free. Then I is generated by an R-

regular sequence if I has finite projective dimension or if I is a syzygetic ideal

with n > 2.

Corollary (1.3). Suppose that n > 2 and that T is a free R/I-module of

rankR ,j T = (2). Then I is generated by an R-regular sequence.

It should be noted that W. V. Vasconcelos [10] also dealt with the same

problem and proved (1.2), under the hypothesis that T is free, I has finite

projective dimension and ///   has finite projective dimension over R/I.

The proof of Theorem (1.1) will be given in the next section. We must

mention here the preceding works related to it. As is well known and is shown

in [6, Proposition 1.1 and the remark there], there is a natural map

/: /\\l/I2)^T = Tor?(R/I,I)

with T/lm(j) a 0(1), where ô(I) := (Z, n IKX)/BX is an invariant of / and,

if 2 is invertible in R , j provides a splitting of T. It will be shown later that

ô(I) = HX(I) if /// is a free R/I-module of rank equal to the number of

generators of /, so under the characteristic assumption, our (2.1) follows from

it. But our discussion is characteristic-free throughout even if several ideas may

stem from those in [6].

In §3 we will give a few consequences of (1.1) with proofs based essentially

only on the freeness of Hx (I) over R/I. If one could prove that a Noetherian

local ring R is Cohen-Macaulay whenever it has a parameter ideal I for which

HX(I) is R/I-free, we could greatly improve our results. Though for certain

special local rings this statement is actually true (cf. (3.2)), the general answer

is still open.

2. Proof of Theorem (1.1)

Let I = (ax , ... , an)(n > I) be an ideal in a commutative ring R, and

let //•(/), Zi = Z((/), and Bi = B¡(I) denote respectively the /th homology

module, cycle, and boundary of the Koszul complex K. = K.(ax, ... , an ; R)
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associated with the sequence ax, ... , an . Let {J¡}1=1 „ be a free basis of

Kx over R such that dx(TA — ai for i = 1, ... , n with the differential map

d .

Let us give here a summary of [6, Proposition 1.1], where there was defined

a linear map

n : /\2 / - (Z, n /#, )//Z, s Torf (i?//, /),

with n(a¡ A a.) = a(T. - ajTi  ( mod ZZ,). Since \m(n) = BX/IZX ,

Torf (R/I, I)/lm(n) S (Z, f)IKx)/Bx.

Furthermore, rç induces ;', as is referred to in § 1, for I kills the image of n .

Then we have the following key lemma for our proof of Theorem (1.1):

Lemma (2.1). Suppose that I/I is a free R/I-module of rank n. Then there

exists an exact sequence

0 - f\{I/I2) M Torf (R/I, I) -, HX(I) - 0

of R/I-modules.

Proof. We already have the exact sequence

/^(II I2) M Torf (R/I, I) - ¿(I) - 0.

On the other hand, we have another exact sequence

0 -♦ ô(I) -» HX{T) -» ZX/(ZX nIKA -» 0.

As /// is a free iî/7-module of rank «, we have IKX c Z, and the iso-

morphism 5(1) = HX(I). Also the injectivity of the map j follows from the

assumption.   In fact, let z = J2l<i<j<„bjj(al A a) e Iter n(btj 6 R).  Write

£.<,<,<AKT, - ^) = 2£r«iŒiityI}), with £;=1cf,.7} e Z, for
each 1 < i < n. Then for 1 < k < n, we have the equality

(*) ¿Z&ik - cik)ai + (-ckkK + ¿Z(-hi - ctk)ai = °-
i<k k<i

2 , 2
Since {aj mod 7 }1<(-<„ form an R/I-free basis of /// , and since c(  e 7 for

any  1 < i, j < n, we see from the equality (*) that bik £ I (i < k) and

bki e / (k < i). Thus z e I(/\21), which completes the proof of (2.1).

We are now ready to prove Theorem ( 1.1 ).

Proof of Theorem (I.I). The implication (2) =*> (1) follows from (2.1), even in

the case n = 1 .

As to the implication (1) => (2), let us maintain the above notation. Then

we have the commutative diagram

0^ r = Torf(Ä//,/)—»/®Ä/ A/

A2'
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with exact row, where p(a <g> b) = ab for a, b e I and £: /\ I -* I <g>RI is

the homomorphism defined by £(a hb) = a®b-b®a for a, bel. Let k

denote the residue class field of R and put V = k ®R I. Then, after identifying

k®Ä/\2/ = f\2V and k®R(I®RI) = V®kV the map k<8>A<¡; coincides with the

homomorphism £T: /\ V —► V ®k V defined as £v(v, A v2) = \x ®k v2 - v2 ®k v1

for Vj , v2 6 V . Therefore, as ¿;v is injective, so is the mapping k®RÇ, whence

{n(ai A oA}l<i<j<n forms part of a minimal basis of the finitely generated R-

module T. Because T is free as an i?//-module, this implies that Im(ry) is

a direct summand of T with rank (") over R/I. Consequently, we get that
2 2 2

l\ (I/I ) = (R/I) ®R (A I) is also, via j, a free direct summand of T. Thus

/// is a free i?//-module (cf., e.g., [2, Lemma 2]) and we can now invoke

(2.1). The fact that HX(I) is free and T = /\2(I/I2) © HX(I) now readily

follows from (2.1).

Let us check that rankÄ// T = ß2(R/I). To do this, we choose a minimal

free resolution for /

Then tensor F by R/I to get a complex

...-Ä//®JIF3-i2si»Ä//ÄJ|F2-12si5uji//®JiF1-i2s2L-

of Ä/7-modules. Notice that 1 ®R d2 = 0, because IFX d Zx(F) . Therefore

with B — Im(l <8>R r93), we get a short exact sequence

0 — 5 — Ä/7 ®Ä F2 -» T - 0

of ^//-modules, which has to be split as T is free. However this forces B to

be (0), because m(R/I®RF2) D B (here m is the maximal ideal of R ). Hence

IF2 D Z2(F), and T = R/I ®R F2. Thus rankÄ// T = y?2(/?//).

Corollary (2.2) (to the proof). Let I be a nonprincipal ideal in a Noetherian

local ring R and let

...^F,^F2^Fx^F0^R/I^0

denote a minimal free resolution of R/I. Then Torf (R/I, I) is free as an

R/I-module if and only if IFt_x D dt(FA for i = 2, 3.

Remark (2.3). The "only if " part of (2.2) is not true for general principal ideals;

cf. (3.6).

We close this section with an example of ideals / for which Torf (R/I, I)

is free.
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Example (2.4). Let Xx, X2, ... , Xn, Y (n > 1) be a regular sequence in a

commutative ring S. We put a = (Y)n(xf, X2, ... , X2) and R = S/a. Let

ai = Xi mod a and / = {ax, ... , an). Then both I/I2 and HX(I) are free

/?//-modules of rank n . Hence Tor, (R/I, I) is free and of rank (2) + n . But

any element of / is a zero-divisor in jR .

Proof. Let Bi e S (1 < i < n) be such that J2"=iBiXi e a. Then as a =

(X2Y, X2 Y, ... ,X2nY), we have

«

(**) £(*,.-(:,.*,. y )*,. = ()
i-l

for some Ct e S. Because Xx, X2, ... , Xn is an 5-regular sequence, the

equality (**) implies that B¡ e J :- (Xx, X2, ... , Xn) for all i. Hence

I /I2 is a free i?//-module of rank n . Let K. = K.(ax, ... , an; R). Then

the above equality (**) asserts that ZX(K) = BX(K) + £"=1 R((atb)TA , where

b = y mod a and {Ti]x<l<n is the free basis of Kx . Now consider L —

K.(XX, ... , Xn ; S) and choose the standard basis {V¡}x<i<n of Lx . Let C( 6

S(l < i < j < n) and B¡ e S (I < i < n) and assume that

E    CtJ(X,Vj - XjVt) + J2Bl((XiY)Vi) 6 aL,.
l<i<j<n i=\

Then for each 1 < A: < n we get

¿2CikXi + (BkY)Xk + }2(-Ckl)X = 0    moda,
(<fc k<i

whence Bk Y e J, as we have shown above. Thus Bk e J for all /c, which

guarantees that HX(I) is a free Ä/7-module with a free basis

{{aibTj mod 5,(A^)}1<|<f¡. Hence, by (2.1), Tor, (i?//, /) is a free i^Z-module

of rank (2) + n . Because (11"= i XAY $. a, we see that the ideal / consists en-

tirely of zero-divisors in R .

3. Some consequences

The purpose of this section is to give some consequences of Theorem (1.1).

Let R be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and d = dim R.

We begin with the following:

Proof of Corollaries ( 1.2) and (1.3). We may assume that n > 2 . Hence by ( 1.1 ),

both of the R/I-modules I/I and HX(I) are free. In the case where / has

finite projective dimension, that assertion directly follows from [3, Proposition

1.4.9] or [9, Corollary 1]. Suppose that / is syzygetic, which means by its

definition that ZX(K) n IKX = BX(K) (cf. [6, p. 207]). Since IKX D ZX(K),

we readily find HX(I) = (0); i.e., ax, ... ,an is an ^-regular sequence. If

rankR// T - (2), we get by (1.1) that HX(I) = (0), and so the conclusion.

The next fact is well known and is a special case of (1.3).
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Corollary (3.1). Let n = dimÄ,m/m2 and assume that ß2(R/m) = (2). Then

R is a regular local ring.

Theorem (3.2). Suppose that d — dimR > 2, and assume that R contains

a parameter ideal I for which Torf(R/I, I) is R/I-free. Then R is Cohen-

Macaulay if R satisfies one of the following conditions :

(1) depths >d-l;

(2) m-H^(R) = (0) and R/H^(R) is a Buchsbaum ring.

Proof. First, suppose that depthi? > d - 1 and let e/(i?) (resp.AÄ(///(/)))

denote the multiplicity of R relative to / (resp. the length of //,-(/)).   Then

e/W = Zio(-V%(Hi(I)) (cf. [1]), so we have

eI(R) = lR(R/I)-l.R(Hx(I)),

because //,-(/?) = (0) for /' > 1 . Hence let r = rankR,!(Hx(I)), and we get

e7(i?) = (1 - r) • kR(R/I) > 0, which implies r = 0 ; i.e., HX(I) = (0).

Let us consider case (2). Let W := Fl\(R) and R := R/W. Assume that

R is not Cohen-Macaulay, and let I = (ax, ... , ad) be the parameter ideal of

R. Let x e Zx (I). Then, since /// is R/I-free, x e IKX (I). Let x denote

the image of x in Kx (I ; R). Since R is Buchsbaum, every s.o.p. forms a

d-sequence, and hence / is syzygetic on R, so we have x e BX(I; R). Thus

ZX(I) cBx(I;R) + WKX(I; R) and we have m• HX(I) = (0) (cf. [8]). By our

assumption, HX(I) is R/I-free, which implies that m c / and R must be

regular. This is absurd.

Corollary (3.3). Let R be a normal ring of dimR = 3. Then R is Cohen-

Macaulay if R contains a parameter ideal I for which Tor, (R/I, I) is R/I-

free.

Proposition (3.4). Suppose that R is a generalized Cohen-Macaulay ring and let

ax, ... , an (2 < n < d = dim/?) be a subsystem of parameters for R. Let I =

(ax, ... , an). Then ax, ... , an form an R-regular sequence, if Torf (R/I, I)

is R/I-free.

Proof. Assume the contrary, and choose a minimal element p of V(I) =

SuppÄ HX(I). Then, as n < d, R is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimi? =

n (cf. [4]). Hence ax, ... , an is a regular sequence for Rp, and so we have

Rp ®Ä HX(I) = (0). This contradicts the choice of p .

Proposition (3.5). Let I be a principal ideal of hiRI > 0 and suppose that I/I

is a free R/I-module. Then I is generated by a regular element, if'Tor, (R/I, I)

is R/I-free.

Proof. Assume the contrary, and choose R so that dim R is as small as possible

among such counterexamples. Let / = [(0) : /]. Then / is a free ^//-module,

because I D J and Tor, (R/I, I) = J n /.  Let p be a minimal element of
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V(I) = SuppÄ J. Then as JRV ^ (0), by the minimality of dimR we have

p = m, whence V(I) = {m} . Thus dim R = 1, and if we let r = rankÄfI J,

we get e,(R) = (1 - r) • lR(R/I) > 0, which implies J = (0). This is a

contradiction.

The next example shows that in (3.5) the hypothesis that I/I2 is free is

essential.

Example (3.6). Let R be a Buchsbaum ring with depthR = 0 < dimR = d.

Choose a e m so that dimR/(a) = d - 1, and put I = (a).  Then / is a
p 2

syzygetic ideal with Tor, (R/I, I) = (0), but neither /// nor Hx (I) is a free

-R/7-module.

Proof. Because R is Buchsbaum, we get [(0) : /] n / = (0) (cf. [7, Proposition

1.17]). Hence / is syzygetic. Furthermore, we have Tor, (R/I, I) = (0),

because Torf(R/I, I) = [(0): /] n /. On the other hand, if I/I2 were free,

[(0): /] would have to be contained in /, which would imply that [(0): /] =

(0). But as depths = 0, this is absurd. Recall that HX(I) = [(0): /] and that

m • [(0) : /] = (0). Then we readily find //,(/) is not R/I-free.

This example (3.6) shows that the assumption n > 2 in (1.1), (1.3), and

(3.4), and the assumption d > 2 in (3.2), respectively, cannot be removed.

Because / is a syzygetic ideal of htÄ / = 1, the example also shows that the

assumption n > 2 in the latter part of (1.2) is not superfluous.
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